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Dedicated to Kenkichi lwasawa for his 70th birthday
Since this work is a continuation of our previous paper [8], we shall
suppose the familiarity on the reader's part with the result and the notation in [8]. Especially we fix a rational prime p and a totally real field F
of degree d. Let @ be a valuation ring finite flat over ZP containing all
the conjugates of the integer ring r of F, and let Z (resp. Z) be the Galois
group of the maximal abelian extension of F unramified outside p and oo
(resp. outside p). We denote by W the torsion-free part of Z. Then, for
each weight v>O, we have constructed in [8] the ordinary Hecke algebra
finite and without torsion over the continuous group algebra @[W]. The
significance of this algebra lies in the fact that for every non-negative weight
n parallel to -2v (i.e. the sum n+2v is a parallel weight), the Hecke
algebra ~%~~(pa;@)(k=n+2t, w=v+k-t)
over@, for the space ofholomorphic Hilbert cusp forms for F of level pa and of weight (k, w ), can be
uniquely obtained as a residue algebra of h~rd (l; @). Strictly speaking,
this algebra h~rd (l; @) cannot be called ordinary when v>O since the
Hecke operator T(p) in h~rd (l; @)is in fact divisible exactly by p". This
algebra h~rd (l; @)cannot be either said universal because of the restriction
to the weight n which requires n to be parallel to the fixed weight -2v.
Thus, there exists infinitely many Hecke algebras h~rd (l; @) parametrized
by the weights v modulo parallel ones. In this paper, we shall unify these
infinitely many Hecke algebras h~rd (l; @)and construct a unique universal
one h0rd (l; @) from which each h~rd (l; @) can be obtained as a residue
algebra for all non-negative v.
Although we shall postpone the exact formulation of our result to § 2
of this paper, let us make it a little more precise. Let Z 0 be the subgroup
of Z generated by the inertia groups at all the prime ideals of r over p,
and put G=Z 0 xr;, where rP=r@zZP is the p-adic completion of the
integer ring r of F. Let I be the set of all embeddings of F into Q, and
putt= :I;. a e Z[I]. We shall say that a weight k e Z[I] is parallel if k
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is an integer multiple of t; in this case, we write k= [k]t for [k] e Z. Each
weight v= I::u vua e Z[/] can be considered as a character of r; by

r;

3 Xf-----)-X"=

n xnu.

ueI

Let X: z-<!Jx denote the cyclotomic character, and define, for each pair
(n, v) of weights with parallel n+ 2vµt, a character P n,v: G-<!Jx by
Pn,v(z, a)=X"(z)a"

for (z, a) e

z0 xr;=G.

This character P n,v naturally induces an <!}-algebrahomomorphism
Pn,•=<!J[G]-<!J. With a little abuse of symbols, we use the same symbol
Pn,v for the prime ideal of <!J[G]which is the kernel of the homomorphism
P n,v· Let W be the torsion-free part of G and K denote the quotient field
(!). Then we have
Theorem. There exists an <!J[G]-algebrahn•0rd and specified elements
T(r) e h for each ideal r of r satisfying the following conditions:
( i) hn•0rd is a torsion-free <!J[W]-moduleof finite type;
(ii) for each non-negative (n, v) with parallel n+2v, there is an isomorphism:

which takes T(O to the Hecke operator T(O in qi~!(Uo(p);K). Here hn•0rd P
denotes the localization of hn•0rd at P and Uo(p) is the I' 0-type open compact
subgroup of level p of the adelized group GLz(F,1.)(for details of these definitions, see § 1).

Here are several remarks about the theorem. If one admits the
Leopoldt conjecture for p and F, the conditions (i) and (ii) characterize
hn,0rd • In § 2, we shall give a formulation (Theorem 2.4) of this fact,
which not only includes the level structure prime to p but also describes
the behaviour of hn•0rd under the localization at primes of <!J[G]corresponding to finite order characters of Z0• Then hn·0rd is determined
uniquely without supposing the Leopoldt conjecture.
This theorem implies that each normalized Hilbert eigenform has at
least d+ I dimensional p-adic deformation inside the space of p-adic
modular forms (Corollary 2.5). In appearance, the base group G looks a
little artificial, but G is isomorphic to the quotient of x by the closure
of the diagonal image of rx and hence comes from the ZP-points of the
maximal split torus of GL2• Thus, in GL1-case, the base group Z is
essentially given by GLi(rp)/rx and in GL2-case, the base group G is given

r; r;
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by (GLi(rp)XGL,(rp))/rx.
From this observation, one might imagine
which group should be offered as the base group of the nearly ordinary
Hecke algebra for each linear algebraic group.
Without restricting ourselves to the nearly ordinary part, we actually
prove in § 5 the universality for the whole Hecke algebra (Theorem 2.3).
Some application of our result to large Galois representations into
G4(@[Xu · · ·, X,]) for the ZPrank s of W (s>d) and to p-adic £-functions
of Hilbert cusp forms will be discussed in our subsequent papers.
At the symposium dedicated to K. lwasawa held at the Mathematical
Sciences Research Institute in Berkeley, the author presented the result
already appeared in [8] and the result described in this paper was actually
stated on that occasion as conjectures.
Throughout the paper, we shall use the notation introduced in [8]
without any mentioning except those explained below. We take the
algebraic closure Q of Q inside C. We fix an algebraic closure QP of QP
and an embedding e: Q-.QP once and for all. Therefore, each algebraic
number in Q, can be considered to be a complex number as well as a padic number uniquely.
Notation. We keep the terminology of [8]. We explain here some
of the notation which will be used often in this paper. For each quaternion algebra B over F, we denote by G= GB, the linear algebraic group
defined over Q such that GB(Q)=Bx. The reduced norm map: B-.F is
denoted by v. We denote by GB(A) the adelization of G. Let In be the
set of all infinite places of F at which the completion of B is isomorphic
to MlR). Then the connected component G + of the infinite part G of
G(A) acts naturally on :?l'n=.J't1 B via the linear fractional transformation,
where .J't denotes the upper half complex plane. This action can be extended
to a real analytic action of G (see [8, § 2]). We denote by C + (resp. C
the stabilizer in Goo+(resp. G of Z0 = (i, · · ·, i) for i= .f=T. Let F; be
the infinite part of the idele group Fl and F; + be the connected component of F; with the identity. For any element or subset x of an adelized
object (for example, G(A), FJ), we denote by x 1 , x x. the finite part of
x, the infinite part of x and the component of x at each place <1 of F; for
example, F'Jdenote the finite part of FJ. We put F'J.+=F}F';,+, G(A)+
=Gp oo+• For each ideal N of r, we write GN (resp. xN) for
G. (resp.
CT.x.), where <1 runs over all finite places inside N. We put Z= CT
i Z 1,
which is the maximal compact subring of Q1 =A 1 . For any group I' and
for each right I'-module M, we denote by tM the left I'-module whose
underlying module is Mand whose I'-action is given by
00

00

00

00 )

00

00 )

00 ,

n.

rm=m·r1

for

r EI'.
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§ 1. Hecke operators on spaces of cusp forms

In this section, we give the definition of Hecke algebras over a subring A of C and prove some basic facts of Hecke algebras. For each
quaternion algebra B over F, Jet G= GB denote the linear algebraic group
defined over F with GB(Q)=Bx.
Let Ube an open compact subgroup
of G1 • We fix a non-negative weight v e Z[I] and take a non negative
neZ[I]
such that n+2v==::0modZt for t=I;.Eia.
Put k=n+2t,
w= v+ k- t and fix a subset J of Is, where IB is the subset of I consisting
of all places at which B is split. We consider the space of cusp forms
Sk,w,AU; B; C) defined in [8, (2.4)], where we also defined the Hecke
operator, for each x e G1 C= ([8, below (2.6c)]),
[UxU]: Sk,w,AU; B; C)--),Sk,w_iU;

B; C).

Let <Iibe the composite field of all the images of Funder the elements of
I and r<Pdenote the integer ring of <Ii. We fix an r<P-algebraA inside C
and suppose the following condition:
(1.1)

For every x e PJ and every a e /, the A-ideal x• A is generated by
a single element of A.

For each ideal a of r, we consider an A-ideal a"A= TI.a" A. By (1.1),
a•A is principal. Thus we choose once and for r.Il, for each prime ideal
r of r, an element W}e A which generates the ideal r•A. For a general
fractional ideal a of F, decomposing a= TIr•mas a product of prime
ideals r, we define {r"}= I1. W"·}'(l>,which of course generates the ideal
avA in the quotient field of A. The map: ai-+{a"}gives a quasi-character
of the ideal group of F into the quotient field of A but may not be a
Hecke character. For each x e F;i, we write {x"}for {(xr)"}. Then, we
shall modify the Hecke operator [UxU] and define (UxU): Sk,w,iU; B; C)
--+Sk w,Jx(U; B; C) by
0 "

fl

(UxU)(g)={v(x)"}·

1

(fl

[UxU] (g)),

where v: G(A)--+F1_ is the reduced norm map.
R of B. We suppose hereafter in this paper

We fix a maximal order

(1.2)

This identification will be fixed throughout the paper. Such a quaternion
algebra always exists over F. We shall define the following subsemigroups of Mir) for each r-ideal N:
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L.l(N)={(~
L.11(N)={(~

~)

E

L.l(N)[a-1

Ui(N) = GLz(P) n L.li(N),

E

~)

Nr},

E
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Uo(N)= GLlF)

U(N)= {(~

Nr},

CE

n L.l(N),

~) e Ui(N) [d-1 e Nr}.

We fix an ideal N and an open compact subgroup S of GL/P) such that
Uo(N)-:::>S-:::>
U(N). We also fix a rational prime p outside N and suppose
(1.3)

Then we put, for each positive integer a,

Then the correspondence: S(pa)xS(p•) - (S(p•)xS(pa)) gives a representation of the abstract Hecke ring R(S(pa), L.l(Npa))(cf. [9, 3.11) into
Endc(Sk,w,AS(pa); B; C)). Let ljk,w(S(pa); A) be the A-subalgebra of
Endc(Sk,w,AS(pa); B; C)) generated over A by all operators (S(pa)xS(p•))
for x e L.l(Npa). Similarly, we can consider, for each finite order character
e: So(p•)/Si(p•)-Ax,
sk,wjSo(p•), e; C)={f

E

sk,wjS(p•);

C) IJ\k,wS=e(s)f for s E So{Pa)}

and the A-subalgebra ljk,JSo(p•), e; C) of Endc(Sk,wjSo(pa), e; C))
generated over A by (So(pa)xSo(p•)) for all x e L.l(Npa). The change of
the map: a:-{av} affects to the operator (S(pa)xS(p•)) only by the
multiplication of A-units. Thus the Hecke algebra ljk,w(S(p•); A) itself is
determined independently of the choice of the map: a:-{av}. By [8,
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2), the algebra ljk,w(S(pa); A) is also independent of
the choice of B satisfying (1.2) and the subset J of IB.
Note that So(p•)/Si(p·)~(r/p•r)Xx(rjp•r )X. Put G·=S 0(p•)rx/S(p•)rx.
Then Ga naturally acts on Sk,~,AS(p•); B; C) via the operator:
for x=(~
where w:

~) e So(p•),

z-;-Qx is the Teichmuller character when

where w is the Legendre symbol ( - 4 ) when p=2.

p is odd, and

In fact, if g e
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Sk,w,AS(p•); B; C), then by definition g(ax) =g(x) for a e px and
g\k,w,Ju=g for u e S(p•)C=+· Thus we see that for s e rx, s= belongs to

C=+ and

Since m(c)=cn+2 • if n+2v=0 mod Zt, we know that s e rx acts trivially
on Sk,w,AS(p•); B; C). It is obvious that So(p•) normalizes S(p•) and
hence acts on Sk,w,AS(p•); B; C). Therefore we have the action of G·.
For each prime ideal r of r, we choose once and for all an element A er
such that Ar= r and 1. = I for all places a outside r. Then we put, as an
element in 'fh,w(S(p•); A),
To(r)=(S(p•)rS(p•))

forr=(6

To((, O=(S(p•)AS(p•))

if

~).

r is prime to

Np•.

If r is prime to Np•, these operators are determined independently of the
choice of l, but when r divides Np•, To((), may depend on the element A.
Proposition 1.1. (i) 'fh,w(S(p•); A) is commutative if Uo(N)~S~
U(N).
(ii) If Uo(N)~S~ Ui(N), then 9k,w(S(p•); A) is generated by the
operators induced from the action of G· and Yo(()for all prime ideals r.

Proof

We first prove the assertion for U(N).

In this case, we have

S(p•)= U(Np•). Taking an element we GLlr) such that wNp= (~.

-6)

and w. = I for a outside Np, we see that

Thus if we define an involution: XH-X* by x*=w.x•w- 1 for the main
involution c satisfying, x'x=det(x), then .d(Np•) and U(Np•) are stable
under this involution "*", and one can verify (see (1.4) and (1.6) below)
that

Then, by [9, Proposition 3.8], 9k,w(U(Np•); A) is commutative. Writing
X. = {x. \ x e X} for any subset X of GLz(F 1 ) for each place a of F, we can
decompose
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This shows that
R(U(Npa), .d(Npa))=
For each prime ideal
Theorem 2.5]) that

r outside

® R(U(Npa).,

.

Np, it is well known (e.g. [9, III] or [2,

R(GLz(r 1), Mz(r1) n GLz(F 1))~Z[T(f),

(1.4)

where T(O=G~(r

1)

.d(Npa).) .

(6 ~)GLz(r

1)

T(f, 0],

and T(f, 0=GLz(r 1)J.GL(r1) (J. e r 1 is

such that J.r1=fri). Now we assume that r is a prime factor of Npa.
Write e for the exponent of r in Npa. Define

B= {(~

(1.5)

!)

E GLz(rl) ICE

r·,,},

U={(:~)eBla=d=lmodf•,
.d' = {(: !) E MzCr1)n GLzCF1)ICE r•r1, a E Yf }·
1},

Then for each x e .d', we can find an integer m>O so that

Since U is normal subgroup of B, we know that

where u runs over a complete representative

x=u(6

~m)
as above

set for Bf U.

Note that for

.

Bnx- Bx={(~ ~) E Bib E ;.m,,},
1

Bn x- Ux=Unx- Bx= Unx- Ux={(~ ~) E UIb E }."'r}
1

1

Then we know from [9, 3.1]
(1.6)

1
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Uxu=y

~,,,)=y
uu(6

uu(6

(disjoint union),

~,,,)

This shows
where v runs over a complete representative set for rif'J.."'r
1•
(1.7a)

u(6
uu(6

(1.7b)

~"')u=(u(6
~)uf,
~,,,)u=uuu- u(6
~,,,)u,

The correspondence: UxU ~ Vxv ~ BxB induces surjective
homomorphisms: R(U, Ll')-+R(V, Ll')-+R(B, Ll') for any subgroup
V sitting between U and B.

The commutativity of fjk,w(S(pa); A) follows from (1.7b) for S-:::JU(N),
and as for the generators, we may suppose that S= Ui(N). For primes
I dividing N, R(U1(N) 1, Ll') is genreated by To(I) and the double cosets
U1(N) 1uUi(N) 1 for scalar matrices u insides Uo(N)1• As for the element
of type Ui(N) 1uUi(N) 1 for scalar u, one can show in the same manner as
the argument above Theorem 3.2 in [8, § 3] that (S(pa)uS(pa)) for scalar
u is contained in the subring of fjk,w(S(pa); A) generated by To(q, q) for
primes q outside Np. For the primes I dividing p, (1.7a) shows that the
generate R(U, Ll'). Inside fjk,w(S(pa); A),
cosets UuU for u e Band Ta<O
the action of Ga gives. the operator corresponding to UuU for u e B.
fj,.,,w Hence fjk,w(S(pa); A) is generated by To(O,To(I,I) and the action of
Ga.
Here we note byproducts of the proof of Proposition 1.1:
Corollary 1.2. With the notation of (1.5) and (1.7a, b), we assume
that I divides p. Then the ring R(V, Ll') is isomorphic to the polynomial
ring generated by the variable T(O over the group algebra Z[B/ V] for each
subgroup V of B containing U.

From (1.6), we know
Corollary 1.3.
f3>a>O:

We have the following commutative diagram for

Sk,w,iS(pa); C)---sk,w,iS(pP);

l

(S(pa)xS(pa)

Sk,w,iS(pa); C)

l

C)

(S(pP)xS(pP))

Sk,w,iS(pP); C)

for all x e Ll(NpP). Hence the correspondence:
(S(pP)xS(pP))~(S(pa)xS(pa))
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for x e fl(Np«) inducessurjective ring homomorphisms:

and
§ 2.

R(S(pP), fl(NpP))~R(S(p«),

fl(Np«))

qk,w(S(pP); A)~lh_w(S(p«);

A).

Results on the Hecke algebras

Let <Pbe the composite inside Q of the images of F under all the
embeddings of I. We denote by 0 11 the valuation ring of <Pcorresponding
to the fixed embedding of Q into QP. Let <Pbe the p-adic closure of <P
in QP and let K be a finite extension of <Pin QP. We denote by (!) the
p-adic integer ling of K. Then, (!) is naturally an algebra over (!)11• We
fix a rational prime p and an r-ideal N prime top. We also fix an open
compact subgroup S between Uo(N) and Ui(N) such that S=GLz(rp)XSP.
Put S(p«)=Sn U0(p«), and define groups as in§ 1 by

Lemma 2.1. Put Sp=SnF;,
Zo=SFrX/Sp(p«)rX

SF(p«)=S(p«)nF;,
and

Zo=lim Zo.
a

Then the map: S

3 (~

~)a--+(a;1dp, a) induces isomorphisms:

G«~(r/p«r)X
Proof.

XZo

and

G~r;

XZo.

(6 ~)e GLz(rp) and (g ~)-a;dPinduce

The maps: d.....+

1

homomorphisms,: (r/p«r)x-.G« and p: G«-.(r/p«r)x such that po, is the
identity map. Thus we can decompose G«=(r/p«r)X xXwith a subgroup
X. Since S~ U1(N) and U1(N)rx= Uo(N), ,((r/p«r)x) and the image of
SFrx generate G«. This shows that X~Z 0• By taking the projective
limit with respect to a, we obtain the isomorphism: G ~ r; X Z 0 •
We define, for each (!}-algebraA and for each character
e: S0(p«)/ Si(p«)-.(!)X,

(2.1)

qk,w(S(p«); A)=fjk,w(S(p«); 0.)®A,
fjk,w(So(p«),e; A)=fjk,w(So(p«), e; 0.(e))®0

11c,iA,

where 0.(e) is the valuation ring, corresponding to the embedding: Q-.QP,
of the extension of <Pgenerated by the values of e.
Lemma 2.2.

If n>O and v>O (k=n+2t>2t

and w=v+k-t),
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then fjk,w(S(p«); (l))is free of finite rank over (l).

This fact is well known; so, we shall give only a sketch of
We take Mz(F) as B and consider the locally constant shelf
.fi'(n, v; A) (for any (l)<P-algebra
A) on X(U) = GLz(F)\GLz(FA)/UC +
defined in [8, § 6) for each open compact subgroup U of S(p«). In order
to have locally constant sheaves, we need
Proof

a proof.

00

I'i(U)

(2.2)

is torsion-free for all i,

where I'i(U) is the arithmetic subgroup of Ga=GLz(F) defined in [8,
§ 2]; i.e., for a fixed representative set {tih for Ga\GA/UG +, rt(U)=
GanttUG +t-;:1 and I't(U)=I't(U)/rt(U)
nFx. We can always find a
normal open subgroup V of U satisfying (2.2). Let Ht(X(V), .fi'(n, v; A))
be the natural image of the cohomology group on X(V) of compact
support in the usual cohomology group. Then, by abusing language a
little, for any field extension L of~. we write Ht(X(U), .fi'(n, v; L)) for
H 0(U/V, Ht(X(V), .fi'(n, v; L))). This space is determined independently
of the choice of V. Then, by a work of Harder [3] and [4], writing d for
[F: Q], we have
00

00

(2.3)

H~(X(U), .fi'((n, v; C))=lnv(U)EB(EBJSk,w,iU;

Mz(F); C))

if dis even and n=O,
H~(X(U), .fi'((n, v; C))=EBJSk,w,iCU; Mz(F); C)

if either dis odd or n>O,
where J runs over all subsets of I and Inv( U) is the space of Goo+
-invariant
harmonic forms on X( U) defined in [8, § 6). This is an analogue in the
case where B=Mz(F) of a theorem of Matsushima-Shimura which is
given when Bis division algebra (e.g. [8, Theorem 6.21).
On the other hand, by the universal coefficient theorem [1, II,
Theorem 18.3), if U satisfies (2.2),
(2.4)

Ht(X(U),

.fi'(n, v; 0<P))@.<PA:Ht(X(U),.fi'(n, v; A))

for any algebra A flat over 0<P. Suppose that A is an integral domain of
characteristic 0, and denote by L the quotient field of A. For sufficiently
large fi>a, the group S(pP) satisfies (2.2) ([8, Lemma 7.11). We take
such a p and write U for S(pP). When either n>O or dis odd, we write
H(A) for the image of H~(X(U), .fi'(n, v; A)) in H~(X(S(p«)), .fi'(n, v; L)).
When n=O and d is even, it is known (e.g. [5, 4.6), [8, § 7)) that the
decomposition (2.3) induces another decomposition:
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H!(X(S(p•)),

such that

=

.!f'(n, v; L))=lnv(S(p"))(L)EBStL)

=

Inv (S(p"))((b)®"'C Inv (S(p")), S((b)®"'C EBJSk,w,AS(p•); Mz(F); C)
and Inv (S(p"))((b)®"'L Inv (S(p"))(L), S((b)®"' L: S(L).

=

Then "'e define H(A) to be the image of H!(X(U),
Then we know
(2.5a)

.!!'(n, v; A)) in S(L).

H(A) is stable under the operator (S(p•)xS(p•))

for x e J(Np•),
(2.5b)
By (2.5a, b), we have an injection:
fjk,w(S(p•); A)~End

..iH(A)):(Endm/H(0"'}))®m"'A,

since H(0"') is 0"'-free. Thus fjk,w(S(p•); 0"') is 0"'-free and
(2.5c)
This finishes the proof.
Put To(p)=(S(p•)x(S(p•))

for x e Mz(r) such that xP=(6

~) and

x. = I for a outside p. By Lemma 2.2, if A is an 0-algebra, we can
decompose, as an A-algebra direct sum,
fjk,w(S(p•); A)= fji;:;,rd(S(p•);A)EBfjt~w(S(p•);A),
fjk,w(So(p•),e; A)=fji;:;,rd(So(p•),e; A)EBfjf~w(So(p•),
e; A),

so that the image of To(p) in the first factor (i e. the nearly ordinary part)
is a unit and the image in the other factor is topologically nilpotent. In
our previous paper [8], we wrote fj0rd instead of fjn•0rd • By the reason
explained in the introduction of this paper, we hereafter use the symbol
fjn·0rd when v*O (however, when V=O, we keep the symbol fj0rd for fjn,ord,
since in this case, T(p) itself is a unit in the ordinary part). By Corollary
1.3, we have natural surjective 0-algebra homomorphisms for a>[3>0:
p~: fjk,w(S(p•); 0)~fjk,w(S(pP);

p': fjt~ (S(p•); 0)~fjt~
rd

rd

0),

(S(pP); 0),

which take To(r) to To(r) and To(f,O to To(f, O for all prime ideals (
outside p. Define the p-adic Hecke algebras by
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(2.6)

Qk,w(S(r);

0)=fun Qk,w(S(pa); (!}),
a

fjt:d(S(r);

(!})=fun gz::d(S(pa); 0).
a

Theorem2.3. There exists an algebra isomorphism for each nonnegative n and v with n+2v:=0 mod Zt:
(k=n+2t,

w=v+k-t),

which induces an isomorphism:
gz::d(S(r);

(!})~ Q~i~{d(S(poo);
(!})

and which takes T(O (resp. T((, O to T(r) (resp. T(f, 0) for all prime ideals
r prime top.
rd (S(r);
This result will be proven in § 4 for qz;::,
<P)and in § 5 for
larger qk,w(S(p
<P). Since qk,w(S(pa); (!)) is an algebra over <P[Ga]and
since this (!)[Ga]-algebra structure is compatible with the projective limit
(2.6), qk,w(S(p""); 0) and qz::d(S{p
<P)have natural algebra structure
over <P[G] for G=r; xZ 0• We shall identify fjZ;~i:<l(S{r),(!)) (resp.
0t'd(S(p""); (!))(resp. fj2t_lS(p
qk,w(S(p""); 0)) with fj~;,
0)) and write the
identified algebra as hn•0rd (S; (!)}and k(S; <P). We regard· hn•0rd (S; <P)and
h(S; <P)as (!)[G]-algebras through the action of G of weight (2t, t).
Let E={u e rx Iuu>o for all a e /}, and put
00

);

00

);

00

Z'f,=ESF/ESApa)

and

);

Zo=fun z;;,
a

where as in Lemma 2.1, Sp(p«)=S(pa)nF'J
and SF=SnF'J,
By definition, we have a natural surjective homomorphism of Z 0 onto Z 0 whose
kernel is annihilated by 2. Let e: z0 -mx be a finite order character
factoring through Z 0, and let X: z 0-z; be the cyclotomic character; so,
far x e r;, considering it as an element of rX,

For each A e Zt, writing A=[A]t for [A]e Z, we define X,: z 0-z; by
X.(x)=X(x)C•J. Let n and v be non-negative elements in Z[/] such that
n+2v=0 mod Zt and eXn+zv:z0-0x factors through Z 0• Then we have
a continuous group character:
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which induces an 0-algebra homomorphism Pn,v,,: 0[G]-0
(by the
universality of the continuous group algebra 0[G]). Thus Ker(Pn,v,,) is
a prime ideal of 0[G]. Identifying the space Homm-a
1g(0[G], 0) with the
subset of 0-valued points of Spec(0[G]),m, we shall use the same symbol
P n.v,• to indicate the prime ideal which is the kernel of the homomorphism
Pn,v,•· Let 0[Gh (resp. h';;0rd (S; 0)) denote the localization of 0[G]
(resp. hn·0rd((S; 0)) at each prime ideal P of 0[G]. By the definition
(2.6), we have a surjective homomorphism:
hn·0rd (S; 0)~fjt~d(So(p«),

.s; 0)

for k=n+2t and w=v+k-t.
Almost by definition (see (3.3) below),
this morphism induces a surjection:
hn•0rd(S; 0)/Phn• 0rd (S; 0)~fj:;~d(So(p«),

.s; 0) ·

for P=Pn,v,s•

Thus we have a natural surjection:

which takes T(O (resp. T((, 0) to T(O (resp. T(C, r)).
We shall now consider another decomposition G= WXGtor, where
G10 , is a finite subgroup of G and W is a torsion-free group. The choice
of G10r is unique but W may not be canonically determined. We fix once
and for all a torsion-free subgroup W as above. The subgroup W is
independent of Sin the sense that if we write Gt0 ,(S) (resp. G(S)) for the
group G10 , (resp. G) for S, the natural homomorphism: G(S)-G(GLif))
induces an isomorphism of G(S)/G 10 r(S) onto G(GLz(r))/G 10 r(GLz(r)).
Moreover, the group W is isomorphic to the additive group Z~ for an
integers with d<s<2d for d=[F: Q]. If the Leopoldt conjecture holds
for p and F, then s= d + I. Thus, if one fix an isomorphism W = Z~, we
have an isomorphism of 0-algebras: 0[W]=0[X 1,, • ·, X,], where the
righthand side is the formal power series ring of s-variables over 0.

Theorem2.4. Let the notation be as above. Then the nearly ordinary
Hecke algebra hn•0rd (S; 0) is a torsion-free 0[W]-module of finite type.
Moreover, the natural morphism: hn•0rd (S; 0)-fj:;~ rd(So(p"),e; 0) for
(n, JJ, .s)as above induces an isomorphism:

and h';!0rd (S; 0) is free of.finite rank over 0[G]pfor P=A,.,.,,.
We shall prove this theorem in § 4.
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Let ft' be the quotient field of 0[W].
We fix an algebraic closure
!l of ft' and consider QP as a subfield of !l by fixing (once and for all)
an embedding of QP into !l. Let l: hn•0rd (S; 0)-+!l be an (!J[W]-algebra
homomorphism. By Theorem 2.4, the image of l is contained in a finite
extension .:f of ft' in !l, or more precisely, it is contained in the integral
closure I of (!J[W] inside .:f. Let
!!£=!!£(/)=Spec (l)(QP) = Home-a1/I, Qp)
and d=d(/)
be the subset of!!£(/) consising of (!)-algebra homomorphisms P: l-+QP whose restriction to (!J[W] is given by P n,v,, le[[WJJ
for a
finite character e: Z 0-+Qx and non-negative pair n, v e Z[J] such that
n+2v=O mod Zt and eXn+zvfactors through Z 0 • For each Pe d{J), we
write n(P) for n, v(P) for v, m(P) for n(P)+2v(P) andep for the restricn,v,s le[[G]]•We write C(P) for the conductor of
tion of e to w if p lm[[G]]=P
ep in the torsion free part of Z 0 ; thus, the ideal C(P) divides some power
pa and divisible by every prime factor of p. Let Ztor be the maximal
torsion subgroup of Z 0• Since Ztor is naturally a factor of Gtor by Lemma
2.1, we have a natural character: Zt 0 ,-+hn·0rd (S, (!))X. Let t be the
composite of this character with l. This character t will be called the
Then, we
character of l. Let µ be the maximal torsion subgroup of
have Gto,=Zto,Xµ by Lemma 2.1.

r;.

Corollary2.5. Let l: hn•0rd (S; trJ)-+lbe an (!)[W]-algebra homomorphism as above, and for each Pe!!£(/), put Ap=Po l: hn•0rd (S; (!))-+QP.
If Pe d(J) and if llµ coincides withµ 3 i:;~i:;·<P>,then lp(T(n)) is algebraic,
i.e., Ap(T(n)) E Qfor all ideals n, and by regarding Ap(T(n)) as a complex
number via the embedding: Q-+C, we can find a non-trivial common eigenC)
form fp of all Hecke operators T(n) in Sk,w,iUo(NC(P)), ep,rw-[m<P>J;
so that fp/T(n) = Ap(T(n))fp for all n, where a,: Cl(p)-+Qx is the
Teichmuller character and we write k=n(P)+2t,
w=n(P)+1,1(P)+t and
m(P)=[m(P)]t for [m(P)] e Z. The cusp form fp is determined by Pup
to constant factor. Conversely, if it is given a common eigenform f e
Sk,w,iU 1(Npa)) of all Hecke operators for a>O such that flI'o(p)=af with
\ab= 1, then there exists at least one homomorphism of (!)[W]-algebra
l; hn•0rd (Ui(N); trJ)-+!l and Pe d(J) such that f is a constant multiple of
fp.
This fact can be deduced from Theorem 2.4 in exactly the same
manner as the proof of [8, Corollary 3.5]; so, we omit the proof.
Let/ E Sk,w,J{U1(Npa)) be a common eigenform of all Hecke operator.
We say thatjhas s-dimensional p-adic deformation over trJif the following conditions are satisfied:
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( i) there exists an algebra I oner m[X 1, • • ·, X,] which is finite and
without torsion over m[X1, • • ·, X,] and which is an integral domain.
(ii) there exists a Zariski dense subset d in Spec (J)(Qp) and an
element <J)n of I for each ideal n prime to p such that there exists a non-zero
common eigenformfp for every Ped
in Sk,,w,,1(Ui(NpP))(for some {3,k'
and w') satisfying fp/T(n)=<lJn(P)fp (this especially means that <lJn(P)e Q
for all P e d) and f is a constant multiple of fp for one P e d.
(iii) the elements <J)n topologically generate a subring of I with the
same quotient field as I.

From the above corollary, we know that any nearly ordinary common
eigenform has s-dimensional deformation for s=rankziW).
Note here
that s>d + 1 for d = [F: Q] and if the Leopoldt conjecture holds for F
andp, then s=d+l.
§ 3.

Result on cohomology group

In this section, we present several result on the Hecke module
structure of cohomology groups on Shimura varieties. These results
have their own merits but they are also vital to the proof of the main
results in § 2.
Let S be an open compact subgroup of GLz(r) as in § 2. Once and
for all, for each S, we shall fix a decomposition:
GB(A)=U~=i GB(Q)tiSG~+ with tie GB(A) (disjoint union).
We may (and will) assume that (ti)pN=(t 1)~= 1 for all i.
indefinite, we can choose ti independently of a so that

If B is

We suppose for the moment that Bis indefinite. Note that
(3.la)

GB(Q)\GB(Q)tiSo(pa)G~+IS(pa)G~+
~GB(QY'

n So(pa)G~+\So(pa)G~+IS(pa)G~+,

where GB(QY'=t:; 1GB(Q)ti and the isomorphism is given by tis>-'>s. By
the strong approximation theorem, if we put
(3.lb)

X={(~

~) e So(pa)\ad~umodpaf

for some u e E}

(where E={u e rx Iua>o for all a e /}), then the set (3.la) is isomorphic
to X\So(pa)/S(pa) and is thus independent of i. Now we shall choose a
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complete representative set Y=Ya

for

Then we have a decomposition:

Since each elements
(3.2)

E

Ya normalizes S(pa),

tisS(pa) s -It ii= tiS(pa)t ii is independent of s

E

Ya.

As in [8], we put
rt(pa)

= tiS(pa)t

ii

I'i(pa)=rt(Pa)/rt(pa)

n GB(Q),
n FX'

n(pa)
I't(pa)

= tiSo(pa)t ii n GB(Q),
= I'5(pa)/ n(pa) n FX.

Then, for X as in (3.lb), we know that

We write this subgroup of G" as Ea, which is the image of I'5(pa)/I' 1(p").
Then we know that Ga/E"=Ya as Ga-sets.
Let K be a finite extension of & inside Qp, and let (!) be the p-adic
integer ring of K. We suppose that
(3.3)

R@z(!)=Mz((!))1.

For each character e: Z 0-+(!)X,we consider the So(pa)-modules L(n, v, e; A)
and L*(n, v, e; A) for A=K/(!), (!)jp7(!) and p- 7(!)/(!),which are defined in
[8, § 7]. Let us recall the definition of these modules. We get L(n, v, e; A)
and L*(n, v, e; A) by modifying the action of So(pa) on the underlying
So(pa)-module L(n, v; A) defined in [8, § I]. We write the action of u e
So(pa) on m e L(n, v; A) as m-m o u (=mo up). Then for m e L(n, v, e; A)
and m* E L *(n, v, e; A), we define a new action by
(*)

m·U=e(a)(mou),

Since we have

we know that

m*·u'=e(a)(m*ou')

for u=(~

~)

E

So(pa).
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Thus we may consider the So(pa)-module L(n, v, e; A) (resp. L*(n, v, e; A))
as modules over the semi-group Ll(pa) (resp. Ll(pa)'), naturally. To have
a I'~(pa)-module out of L(n, v, e; A), strictly speaking, we have to suppose
that eXn+2v factors through Z 0 • For each n e Z[I], let Xn: r;--+(!)x denote
the character of r; given by Xn(x)= xn. This notation is consistent with
the one already used for n e Zt, since if n e Zt, as above induces the
character x[nJ on z 0• If A=(!)/p 7(!) or p- 7(!)/(!)for O<r<a, we can let
Ll(pa) act on L(O, v; A) formally by replacing e in(*) by eXn. We write
this module, with a little abuse of notation; as L(n, v, eXn; A). If eXn+2v
factors through Z 0, rx acts on L(n, v, eXn;A) through eXn+2v modp 7 and
hence acts on it trivially. Thus L(n, v, eXn;A) is a well defined module
over Ll(p) as well as I'i(pa) if eXn+2v factors through Z 0 and if A=(!)/p 7(!)
or p- 7(!)/(!) for O<r<a.
Similarly, we can define the Ll(pa)'-module
L*(n, v, eXn;A). Hereafter, we shall always suppose that eXn+2v factors
through Z 0 when we consider L(n, v, e; A) and L*(n, v, e; A) and that
A=(!)/p 7(!) or p- 7(!)/(!) for O< r< a when we handle the modules
L(n, v, eXn;A) and L*(n, v, eXn;A). Then, naturally, the cohomology
group Hq(n(pa), tL(n, v, e; A)) and Hq(I't(pa), tL(n, v, eXn;A)) become
Ea-modules. When I'i(pa) has no elements of finite order different from
the identity for all i, we can consider the sheaf cohomology groups
Hq(X(S(pa)), 2'(n, v, e; A)) and Hq(X(S(pa)), 2'(n, v, eXn; A)) defined in
[8, § 7], which are canonically isomorphic to

and

EB~=l
Hq(I'i(pa),
EB~=l
Hq(I'i(pa),

tL(n, v, e; A)}"a
tL(n, v, eXn;A)).9'a,

respectively. Here for each module X, xvais the product of copies of X
parameterized by the elements of Ya. Even when I'i(pa) has some nontrivial elements of finite order, by abusing the notation a little, we simply
write Hq((X(S(pa)), 2'(n, v, e; A)) (resp. Hq(X(S(pa)), 2'(n, v, eXn;A))) for
EB~=lHq(I'i(pa), tL(n, v, e; A)}"a (resp. EB~=lHq(I'i(pa), tL(n, v, eXn;A)}"a).
These cohomology groups are naturally a right module over the group
Ga. This shows

Proposition3.1. Suppose that B is indefinite, and let A denote one
of the modules K/(!), (!)jp7(!)and p- 7(!)/(!). Then, we have an isomorphisms of
Ga-module:

EB~=
1 Ind'];:Hq(I'i(pa), tL(n, v, e; A))
v, eXn;A))~ EB~=
1 Ind'];:Hq(I'i(pa), t L(n, v, eXn; A)),

Hq(X(S(pa)), 2'(n, v, e; A))~
Hq(X(S(pa)), 2'(n,

where we assume that A=(!)/p 7 (!) or p- 7(!)/(!)for O<r<a
isomorphism.

in the latter
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Here, for a finite group G and its subgroup H and for a given right
H-module M, Indi(M) is the space of all functions f: G-M such that
f(gh)=f(g)h for he H. We let G act onf e Indi(M) by (flg)(x)=f(gx).
We also note that an assertion similar to Proposition 3.1 also holds for
parabolic cohomology groups
H'j,(X(S(pa)), .ft'(n, v, e; A))

and

H'j,(X(S(pa)), .ft'(n, v, eXn;A)).

Put
<!!lq(n,
V,

e)=funH'j,(X(S(pa)),

2(n, v, e; K/(!)))),

a

<!!/~(n,
V, e)=funH'j,(I't(pa), tL(n, v, e; K/(!))),
a

<!!lq(O,
V, eXn)=lim H'j,(X(S(pa)), .ft'(O,v, eXn;p-a(!)j(!))),
a

<!!f~(O,
V, eXn)= funH'j,(I'i(pa), tL(O, V, eXn;p-a(!)j(!))).
a

Here (and hereafter), we understand that H'j,=Hq if X(S(pa)) is compact
(i.e, B is a division algebra). Then we have
Corollary3.2. Suppose that Bis indefinite. Then, as E-modules, we
have

EBZ-i
Indi(<!!/~(n,v, e)),
<!!I
q(O,V, eXn)~ EBZlndi(<!!/~(O,
V, eXn)).
<!!I
q(n, v, e)~

1

Here for any right G-module M, Indi(M) denotes the space of all locally
constant functions f: G-M satisfying f(gh) = f(g )h for all h e E. We let
G act on lndi(M) by (flg)(x)=f(gx) forge G.
Hereafter, we do not suppose that Bis indefinite and treat general
v, e) and <!!lq(O,
v, eXn)
quaternion algebras. We define the modules <!!lq(n,
by the formulae above Corollary 3.2 even when B is definite. These
modules as well as the cohomology group appearing in the definition as
above of these modules are equipped with the action of the modified
Hecke operators To(Oand To(r, r) as introduced in [8, § 7] and usual ones
T(r) and T(r, r). We note that the operators To(O and To(r, 0 are
different from the usual operators T(O and T(r, O by W}or {r 2v}. We
say that two modules equipped with the action of these operators are
isomorphic as Hecke modules if there is an isomorphism between them
compatible with the action of T(r) and T(r, O for all r. Let U be an
· open compact subgroup of GLlr) with So(pa)-:::J
U-::)S(pa). Let T0(pP)=
(UxU) for X E Mir) with
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xP=(6

~fl)and Xu= 1 for every place outside p.

We can then define an idempotent e in EndA(H'j,(X(U)), 2(n, v, e; A))
7<!J
attached to T 0(pfl) (/3>0) as in [8, § 8 below (8.5)] for A=<!J, K/<!J,<!J/p
7
and p- <!J/<!J.This idempotent is determined independently of f3>0 and
makes the following diagram commutative for r>a>0:
H'j,(X(S(pa)),

2(n,

le

H'j,(X(S(pa)),

v, e; A))~H'j,(X(S(p

7)),

2(n,

v, e; A))

v, e;A))~H'j,(X(S(p

7)),

2(n,

v, e; A)),

2(n,

le

where the horizontal arrows indicate natural restriction maps. Thus
there exists a unique idempotent e e End('1!/g(n,v, e)) which induces the
above idempotent on H'j,(X(S(pa)), 2(n, v, e;A)) for each a. Similarly,
we can define the idempotent e for H'j,(X(S(pa)), 2(0, v, eX,.; A)) and
l!Yq(0, v, eX,.). We define the nearly ordinary parts of these modules by
eH'j,(X(S(pa)), 2(n, v, e; A)), eH'j,(X(S(p«)), 2(0, v, eX,.; A)), e'1!/q(n,v, e)
and e'1!/q(0, v, eX,.). Since T 0(pfl) ( = To(p)fl) for sufficiently large f3 takes
H'j,(Ti(p«), 1L(n, v, e; K/<!J)) into itself if B is indefinite (such a /3 may
depend on a), the idempotent e sends '1!/~(n.v, e) and '1!/~(0,v, eX,.) into

themselves.
We shall make use of the following morphisms which are defined in
[8, § 8]: For an open compact subgroup U with So(pa)--::J
U--::JS(p«) and
for A=<!J, K/<!J,<!J/pr(!J
and p-r<!J/<!J,

i*: H'j,(X(U), 2(n, v, e; A))-----)-H'j,(X(U), 2(0, v, eX,.; A)),
j*: H'j,(X(U), 2*(0, v, eX,.; A))-----)-H'j,(X(U), 2*(0, v, eX,.; A)),
W: H'j,(X(U),

2*(0, v, eX,.; A))-----)-H'j,(X(U),

[U.,oU]: H'j,(X(U.,),

2*(n,

2*(0, v, eX,.; A)),

v, e; A))-----)-H'j,(X(U),

2(n,

v, e;A)),

where for the first three morphisms, we have assumed that A=<!J/p 7<!Jor

p- 7<!J/<!J
for 0<r<a,

a, is an element of Mz{f) such that a,P=(_~a

6)

and a,u= 1 for a outside p and U., = w- 1 U a,. Then we have

Theorem3.3. Let A=<!J/p 7<!Jor p- 7<!J/<!J
for 0<r<a,

e: Z 0--+@x be a
character such that eX,.+zvfactors through Z 0 and U be an open compact
subgroup of GLz(r) with S0(p«)-:::JU-:::JS(p«)for a>0.
Define
1r=1ra: H'J,(X(U), 2(0,
e=ea: H'j,(X(U),

2(n,

v. eX,.; A))-----)-H'j,(X(U), 2(n, v, e; A)),
v, e; A))-----)-H'j,(X(U), 2(0, v, eX,.; A))
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by t=i* and rr=[U"'oU] oj*

o

W.

Then we have

rr o t= p-a"{pa"}To(pa)

on

H'J,(X(U), !l?(n, v, s; A)),

to

on

H'J,(X(U), 2?(0, v, sXn; A)),

tr=

p-a"{pa"}I'o(pa)

x e Mz(P) with

where To(pa)=(UxU)for
xP =

(6 ~fi)and x. = I for every place outside p.

Moreover, , is equivariant under the operators (UyU) for ye L1(pa).

Although in (8, Theorem 8.1], this theorem is proven for some special
class of subgroups U, the proof given in [8, § 8] works well for general U
here: so, we omit the details. The following fact is immediate from
Theorem 3.3:
Corollary 3.4. Let A be 0/pr@ or p- 70/0 for 0<r~a.
morphism , induces an isomorphism:
eH'J,(X(U), !l?(n, v, s; A))~eH'J,(X(U),

Then the

2?(0, v, sXn; A))

for each U with So(pa)--::;U--::;S(pa).

Corollary 3.5. The morphism , induces an isomorphism of Hecke
modules for all triple (n, v, s) with n>0, v>0 and n+2v====0
mod Zt:

where we denote by id the identity character of Z 0 • Especially, if r denotes
the number of split infinite places for B (i.e. r=\1 8 !) and if0~r<I,
then
e<!Y
,(n, v, s) is p-divisible.

Note that 2?(0, v, sXn; p- 70/0) (resp. !l?(n, v, s; K/0)) is
isomorphic to the constant sheaf p- 70/0 (resp. the sheaf
!l?(n, v: K/0)) on X(S(p 7)) for r>a.
Thus we see that
Proof

naturally

e<!Yq(n,v, s)=

funeH'J,(X(S(p

7)),

!l?(n, v; K/0))

r~a

= funfuneH'J,(X(S(pr)),
fi
= funeH'J,(X(S(pr)),

!l?(n, v; p-fi@/0))

r

!l?(n, v; p-r@/0))))

r
l

~fun

eH'J,(X(S(p

7)),

p- 7 0/0)=e<!Y(0, 0, id),

r

since tr is compatible with the above injective limit by the construction
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done in [8, § 8]. For sufficiently large r, I'i(p 7) becomes torsion-free for
all i (cf. [8, Lemma 7.1 (i)]). Thus, if r= 1, X(S(p 7)) is smooth for large
r and thus eH},(X(S(p 7)), K/@) is p-divisible. If r=0, for sufficiently
large r, I'i(p 7) turns out to be trivial and hence eH°,p(X(S(p 7)), Kj(P) is
p-divisible for large r. Since injective limit as a functor is exact, it
preserves the p-divisibility and hence e'/?Iq(0, 0, id) is p-divisible if r = 0 or
1. Then the first assertion proves the rest.
Although we can identify e'/?lq(n,v, s) for all triples (n, v, s) by the
isomorphism of Corollary 3.5, the action of G on e'/?lq(n,v, s) depends on
(n, v, s). Thus, identifying e'/?Iq(n, v, s) for all (n, v, s) by Corollary 3.5
and writing the identified module as '/?f~,orct,
we denote by W>-+WJ <g)n,v,•
the action of g e G coming from e'/?Iq(n, v, s). We take as a standard
0rd the action of weight (0, 0, id) and write this action
G-action on '/?/;·
simply as W>-+W I<g). By identifying G with
xZ 0 as in Lemma 2.1,
we see from the definition oft (see [8, the formula above (8.2a)])

r;

(3.3)

w I<a, z) =sXn+zh)a"(w I<a, z)n,v,.)

for a e r; and z

E

Z 0•

For each @-algebra homomorphism P: @[G]-@ (resp. P: @[E]-@) and
for each @[G]-module (resp. @[E]-module) M, we define

M[P]={m

E

Mj m\g=P(g)m

for g

E

@[G] (resp. g

E

@[E])}.

For each triple (n, v, s) as above, we have a continuous character Pn,v,•: G
-Q; given by Pn,v,,(a, z)=sXn+ 2.(z)a". This character induces naturally
an @-algebra homomorphism: @[G]-QP, which we denote again by
Pn,v,e·

Lemma 3.6. Let n, v e Z[I] with n>0, v>0 and n+2v=0 mod Zt
and let s: z 0-mx be a character such that sXn+2v factors through Z 0 for
a>0. Then the restriction map induces isomorphisms:

e'/?lf(0,0, id)[Pn,v,,]~eH},(I'i(p"),

tL(n,

J.J, KJ @))

'/?1~• [Pn,v,eJ~eH (X(S(p.)), !"E(n,V, s; KJ@))
0rd

0

if r = 1,
ifr=O.

Proof This result can be proven in exactly the same way as in the
proof of [8, Theorem 9.4], [6, Theorem 3.1] and [7, Theorem 1.9]; so, we
shall give a brief indication of the proof. We shall prove the result only
in the case where r = 1 and F =/=Q, since the case: r = 0 can be treated in
much easier way and the case: F = Q has already been treated in [7,
Theorem 1.9]. We write simply e'/?lffor e'/?lf(0, 0, id). By (3.3), we have
e'/?lf[Pnv,,]={x

E

e'/?/fI x\(Y)n,v,,=X

for all y e E}.
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By Lemma 3.7 below, we know from the argument which proves [8,
Corollary 9.3] that if e factors through Z 0, then for all f3>a,
1(n(pP), 'L(n, v, e; K/(!))).
eH 1(I'i(pP), 'L(n, v, e; K/(!)))I'~<PPJ=eH

As seen in [8, Proposition 8.3], we have

Thus we have isomorphisms for all

/3:

By taking the injective limit with respect to /3,we obtain the result.
We can prove the following result in exactly the same manner as in
[8, Lemma 9.2]:

Lemma3.7. Suppose that B is indefinite (i.e r >O), and let I' be a
subgroup of I'Mpa) containing I'i(pa). Then the idempotent e annihilates
H 0(I', M) and Ho(I', M) for M=tL(n, v, e; A)) if A is either (!)jp70,
p- 70/0, (I') or K/0.
Theorem 3.8. Suppose that r = 0 or r = I and that I't(S) is torsionfree for all i. Let fiJt be a local ring of the continuous group ring <'.D[G]
and 181 denote the idempotent of fiJtin 0[G].
Let Y;•0rd be the Pontryagin
0rd
0rd
dual module of <W;• and put Y;• (fiJt)= l 81(Y;• 0rd ). Then Y;•0rd (fiJt)is
fiJt-free of finite rank. Especially Y;•0rd is free of finite rank over (!)[W]
for the torsionfree part W of G.

To prove this theorem, we prepare several lemmas.
Lemma 3.9. The subset of Spec(0[G])(Qp) consisting of the points
of the form Pn,,,• for all triples (n, v, e) is Zariski dense.

Proof Let Q denote the p-adic completion of Qp, and write &(r ;)
for the space of all functions <lJon
of the form

r;

with c.

E

Q

(c. =f:O only for finitely many v). For each topological space T, let
C(T; Q) denote the Banach spaces consisting of all continuous functions
on Twith values in Q. We equip C(T; Q) the uniform norm II I\. We
denote by LC(T, Q) the space of all locally constant functions in C(T; Q).
Since &(r;) (resp. LC(Z 0 ; Q)) is dense in C(r;; Q) (resp. C(Z 0 ; Q))
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and since C(r;;D)® 0 C(Z 0 ;.Q) is dense in C(G;.Q), the space V0 =
P11(r;)®LC(Z 0 ; .Q) is dense in C(G; .Q). For any f e Yo,we can write
f(a, z)= I;.f,,(z)a• with f,, e LC(Z 0 ; .Q). We take ~ e Zt sufficiently large
so that .;>2v if f,,=/=O. For any given real number o>O, we can find
fv,a e LC(Z 0 ; Q) so that 11.f.,af,,Xe1 ii<o. Then we know that
IIXe(z)-1f(a, z)- I;f,,jz)a"ll<o

and

V

llf(a, z)- I;J..,,a(z)Xe(z)avll<o.
V

Since LC(Z 0 ; .Q) is spanned by finite order characters of Z 0, by taking
as n, the above argument shows that the subspace V1 of C(G; Q)
spanned by the functions: G :1 (a, z),-eX,.+ 2vCz)av for v>O, n>O with
n+2v=O mod Zt and for finite order characters e: z0 -nx is dense in
C(G; .Q). We shall show, by using the density of V1 in C(G; .Q),
,;-2v

n,.,.,•
Ker(P,.,.,,J={O}

in <V[G],

from which the lemma follows. Note that <V[G]is canonically embedded
into the space of all bbunded measures on G so that forµ e <V[G],writing
dµ for the measure corresponding toµ.
P,.,.,.(µ)=
If µ

E

nn,v,• Ker(P,.,v,,), then

L
L

eX,.+2.(z)a"dµ(a, z).

eXn+zv(z)a"dµ(a,z)=O for all (n, v, e).

Then the density of V1 in C(G; Q) shows the vanishing of dµ, and hence
we know(*)Lemma 3.10. Let &l be a local ring of <V[G], and let M be an&£module of finite type. Suppose that whenever P,.,.,• (for n>O, v>O with
n 2v= 0 mod Zt and for a finite order character e: z 0 -Q; such that
eX,.+2v factors through Z 0) belongs to Spec(&f)(Qp) ( =Homm-alg(&f,Qp)),
M/Ker(P,. v,,)M is <9-free. Then Mis free of finite rank over&£.

+

Proof Let m be the maximal ideal of &fand writes for dima 1mM/mM.
Then we have a surjective morphism of &£-modulecp: &l'-M.
Since the
image <9,.,.,•in QP of &f under P,.,v,, is an {!)-algebrawhich is <9-freeof
finite rank, M/Ker(P,.,.,.)M is <9,.,v,•-freeof rank s. This shows that <p
induces an isomorphism: (<V,.,.,.)=i.M/Ker(P,.,.,,)M. Thus Ker(cp) is
contained in the intersection of Ker(P ,.,•.•)' for all P n,v,• in Spec(&£),
which is reduced to {O}by Lemma 3.9. Therefore, we now know that M
is &£-free.
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Proof of Theorem 3.8. We firstly suppose that F-=!=-Q
and [F: Q] is
odd. In this case, we haver= I since Bis unramified everywhere at finite
places. For each finite character co; Zo---+CDX
such that eaXn+2vfactors
through Z 0 , we know from [9, Proposition 8.2] that

and thus, by Lemma 3.7,

From the exact sequence:
eH 1(I'g(pa), 'L(n,

V,

e0 ; K))~eH
~eH

(I'g(pa), 'L(n, V, e0 ; K/0))
2(I'i(pa), 'L(n, v, e0 ; 0)),
1

we know that e©"t[Pn,v,,o]=eH1(I'i(p"), 'L(n, v, e0 ; K/0)) is p-divisible,
where we have written e©"f for e©"f(O,0, id). Then, by Proposition 3.1
and Corollary 3.2,
o/n,ord[P
1
n,v,eo ] = {w

E

o/n,ord
j
1

W \ (g)

= p n,v,eo (g)w for g

E

G}

is p-divisible. By the Pontryagin duality, Yf•0rd(&£)/Ker(Pn,v,,0)Yf• 0rd(&£)
is @-freeof finite rank. Write s for the @-rank of this module. Then we
have a surjective homomorphism of &£-modules cp:&£·-n· 0rd(&£) and
Ker(cp) is contained in Ker(Pn,v,, 0)8 by the proof of Lemma 3.10.
(whose values
Now we take another finite order character e: Z 0---+Q;;
may not be contained in @). Let K(e) denote the extension of K inside
QP generated by the values of e and @(e) be the p-adic integer ring of
K(e). Since CD(e)[G] is naturally isomorphic to 0[G]®,0(e), &£,=
&f!®,CD(e)is a local ring of 0(e)[G].
The module Y~·0rd(&£)is obtained
relative to the base ring 0. If it is necessary to indicate its dependence
on the base ring 0, we write Y~·0rd (&£)1, instead of Y~·0rd(&£). Thus we can
consider Yf•0rd(&f!,J;m(,)
which is naturally isomorphic to Yf•0rd(&£)®,0(e)
(e.g. [8, Theorem 6.3]).
Note that Pn,v,,: &£---+QP
actually has values in @(e). We denote by
@n,v,, the subring of @(e) which is the image of Pn,v,,· Since @n,v,, IS
@-free,we have a natural inclusion:

is a reduced CD-algebra(i.e., it has
From this, we know that CD(e)®,<Dn,v,,
no nilpotent radical). We write e": @(c)®,<Dn,v,,---+K(e)
for the projection
corresponding to a E Gal(K(e)/K), write simply a for Ker(Pn,v,,) in &£
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and write au for the kernel of the morphism:

where the first arrow is given by Pn,v,,®id and the second is induced by
ea. Since we have an exact sequence:

Since cpyields an exact sequence:
we know that a®. 0(.s)= nueGal(K(•)/K)aq.
0rd (&l)0.0(e)-O
o-Ker(cp)®.0(e)-(Bl.)'-Yf•
and since Yr,(&l.)1•<•>~
Yf•0rd (&l)®. 0(e), we know, from the same argument as in the case of .s0,
that Ker(cp)®. 0(.s) is contained in (au)' for all a e Gal(K(e)/K), and hence
Ker(cp)®. 0(e) is contained in a'®• 0(.s). Since 0(e) is faithfully :flat over
(!), we conclude that Ker(cp) is contained in a• (=Ker(Pn,v,,)')
whenever
Pn,v,e belongs to Spec(&l). Thus Yf·0rd (&l)/Ker(Pn,v,e)Yf•0rd (&l)is {!)-free,
and thus, we know from Lemma 3.10 that Yf•0rd (&l)is Bl-free of ranks.
Next, we suppose that F=Q. In this case, E=Z;/{±1}
or z;
according as - 1 e S or not. Thus E is isomorphic to Z0• If p > 2,
&l~0[I'XI']
for I'=l+pZP
in z;, and if p=2 &l~0[G].
In [6,
Theorem 3.1], we prove that the Pontryagin dual module eYf of e<?Y'f
is
0[I']-free of finite rank if p>5 and S= Ui(N). The same argument
works well even for p=2 or 3 and for arbitrary S-::JUi(N) provided that
I'i(S) is torsion-free. The details can be found in [8, Corollary 10.3].
Therefore eYf is 0[I']-free if p>2 and eYf is 0[E]-free if p=2.
Since
0rd (&l) is Bl-free.
0rd ~Indi(e<?Y'Dby Corollary 3.2, we know that Yr·
<?Y'f•
Finally, we suppose that [F: Q] is even. Then we know that r=O.
In this case, under the assumption that I't(S) is torsion-free for all i, we
know that I'i(p«)={l} for all a and i. Thus we have

0rd (&l)[Pn,v,•J
is p-divisible.
Thus, by Lemma 3.6, if .s has values in (!), <?9'~·
Then the same argument as in the case where r= 1 proves the result.

§ 4.

Proof of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 for nearly ordinary Hecke algebras

In this and the following section, we take a quaternion algebra B/F
with r =0 or r = I and which is unramified at all finite places of F. We
take a finite extension K of if) inside QP and let (!) be the p-adic integer
ring of K. Fix a maximal order R of B, and we identify R®z0 with
Mz(0)1 as in (3.3). We note that r=[F: Q]mod2. When r=O,
H 0(X(S(p«)), .P(n, v; K/0)) is naturally isomorphic to the space
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Sk,w(S(p•); K/(!)) consisting of functions

(*)

f(axs)=f(x)sP

for all a

E

f:

G(A)-+L(n,

G8 (Q) ands

E

v, Kl@) satisfying

S(p•)G

00 •

In either case: r=O or 1, it is known (e.g. [8, Lerrima 7.1]) that
(4.1)

I'i(p•) is torsion-free for all i if a is sufficiently large.

Thus, if a is large and if r=O, then I'i(p")={l} and H 0(X(S(p)),
!E(n, v; K/(!))) is isomorphic to the space of all functions on the finite set
X(S(pv)) with values in L(n, v; K/(!)) ([8, (2.6a)]) and hence is p-divisible.
When r = 1, if (4.1) is satisfied (and thus, if a is sufficiently large), then
by [9, Proposition 8.2],

Thus, by Lemma 3.7, eH 2(I'i(p•), tL(n, v; K/(!)))=0. Then, in the same
manner as in the proof of Theorem 3.8, we know that
eH 1(X(S(p")), !E(n, v; K/(!))) is p-d1visible.

When B = MlQ), it is known that H1,(X(S(p")), !E(n, v; K/(!))) is pdivisible (cf. [7, § 3]; in [7] the p-divisibility is proven for S= Ui(N), but
the argument there works well for general S). Thus, in each case, we
know that, if a is sufficiently large,
(4.2a)

eH';,(X(S(p•)),

(4.2b)

The sequence: 0-+eH"p(X(S(p")), !E(n, v; (!)))

!E(n, v; K/(!))) is p-divisible,

--+eH";,(X(S(p•)),

!E(n, v; K))

--+eH';,(X(S(p")),

!E(n, v; K/(!)))--+0

is exact.

We now take a finite extension K 0 of <]) inside K such that B®aK 0 ;::!:.
MlK 0Y. Let (!)0 =K 0 n (!). Then by the universal coefficient theorem
([l, II, Theorem 18.3] and [8, Theorem 6.3]), if (4.1) is satisfied, then

On the other hand, we have, for any a>O,

By a theorem of Matsushima and Shimura (e.g. [8, Theorem 6.2], [9,
Theorem 8.4]),
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H';,(X(S(p")), 2'(n, v; C))~Sk,w,/S(pa);

(4.3c)

C)

if r=0 and n=;i=0,

H';,(X(S(p")), 2'(n, v; C))~Sk,w,1a{S(pa); C)EBSk,w,/S(p"); C)
if r =l,

H';,(X(S(p")), 2'(n, v; C))~Inv(S(p"))EBSk,w,/S(pa);

C)
if r=n=0,

where Inv(S(p")) is the space of functions f: G(Q)\G(A)-+C
f(xu)=f(x)v(u
for all u E S(p")G
Thus, if n=;i=0or r=l,
(4.4)

satisfying

00 •

00 )"

lj~;~d(S(pa); @) can be naturally embedded into

End.(eH';,(X(S(p")), 2'(n, v; K/@))) if a is sufficiently large.
Now we shall see that (4.4) holds even if n=r =0 with some modification.
Define, for A=@, @0 and K/@, Inv(S(pa); A) to be a subspace of functions
on G(A) with values in L(0, v; A) satisfying ( *) and of the form: f = fo o v
for a function fo: F1+-+L(0, v; A). If f e Inv (S(p"); K/@) with f = fo o v
for fo: F1+-+K/@, then
(4.5)

fo(axu)=fo(x)X.(up)

for a e v(Bx) and u e v(S(p"))F~+•

where F~+ is the identity component of F~. As seen in [8, §11], v(Bx)
is the set F~ of all totally positive elements of F. Thus the reduced
norm map v induces a surjection of G(Q)\G(A)/S(p )G + onto
F~\F1+/v(S(p"))F~+' and therefore, if we write S- for the space of
functions on F1+ satisfying (4.5), then the map: fo~ fo o v induces an
isomorphism v*: .ra~Inv(S(p");
K/@). If we define another function
v*fo \x on G(A) (for x E G(A)) by (v*fo\x)(y)=v*fo(yx- 1)X.(v(xp)), v*fo\x
depends only on the double coset (S(p")xS(p")) but not on each x because
of the fact that v e Zt. Thus, by the definition of the Hecke operator
given in [8, § 2], we know that
0

00

0

for pm=
where x

E

Mz(P) such that xP=

Is(p") \ s (p")xS (p") \,

(6 ~)and x. = 1 for a outside p.

This

shows that the idempotent e annihilates Inv(S(p•); K/0), and thus (4.4)
still holds even when n = r = 0.
Since the restriction of operators in lj~;~rd(S( pfi); 0) to the submodule
eH';,(X(S(p")), 2'(n, v; K/@)) for each f,>a gives the transition morphism
of lj~;~d(S(p~); @) onto lj~;~dr(S(p");@), by taking the limit of the morphisms of !jz:;;:-d(S(p");@) into End.(eH';,(X(S(p")), 2'(n, v; Kj@))), we
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obtain the natural algebra homomorphism

In the same manner as in the proof of Lemma 3.6, we know that the
natural restriction map: eH'"p(X(S(pa)), 2(n, v; K/CD))-eW,(n, u, id) is
injective (cf. [8, Theorem 9.4]). Thus, if t(h)=O, then the image of h in
fjZ;:;,"d(S(pa);
CD)vanishes for all sufficiently large a and hence h = 0
rd(S(p=); CD)
because fjz;;;,
= funfjZ;:;,"ct(S(pa);
CD); namely, t is injective.
a

Since eW,(n, v, id) is independent of (n, v, id) as Hecke modules and
fjZ;:;,"d(S(p.);
CD)is topologically generated by operators 'I'a(r), Ta((,O and
the action of the diagonal elements of Uo(N) (cf. Proposition 1.1),
fjZ;:;,"d(S(p=);
CD)is independent of k and was a subalgebra of End.(W~·0rd).
This shows Theorem 2.3 for the nearly ordinary part.
Now we prove Theorem 2.4. If I'\S) is torsion free for all i, then
by Theorem 3.8, the Pontryagin dual module Y~·0rd of qJ/~• 0rd is CD[W]0rd)
free of finite rank. Thus the subalgebra hn·0rd(S; CD)of End,ccwiiCY~·
is a torsion-free CD[W]-module of finite type. Now we shall show that
this assertion holds even if I'i(S) has non-trivial torsion. We take a
sufficiently small ideal M with M +pr=r and N-::JM and also take a
subgroup S' such that S-::JS'-::J Ui(M) and I'i(S') is torsion-free for all i.
To indicate the dependence on S, we sometimes write eW,(n, v; SJ and
eY,(n, v; S) for eW,(n, v, id) and eY,(n, v, id) with respect to S. We
define the trace operator
Tra: eH'"p(X(S'(pa)), 2(n, v; K/CD)~eH'"p(X(S(pa)),

2(n, v; K/CD))

by the action of the double coset [S(pa)]=[S'(pa)IS(pa)].
consider the restrict:on map
resa: eH'"p(X(S(pa)), 2(n, v; K/CD))~eH'"p(X(S'(p.)),

We also

2(n, v; K/CD)).

These maps are compatible with the injective systems defining eWrCn,v, S)
and eqJ/,(n, v; S') and induce
Tr: eWr(n, v; S')-eW,(n,

v; S)

and

res: eWr(n, v; S)-eWr(n, v; S').

By definition the composite map Tr a res is the multiplication by the index
(Fxs: FxS'). Since eWr(n, v; S) and eWr(n, v; S') are p-divisible, Tr is
surjective. By the Pontryagin duality, we have an embedding of CD[W]module Tr*: eY,(n, v; S) _.,,.eY,(n, v; S'). Since eY,(n, v; S) is free of
finite rank over CD[W], eY,(n, v; S) and End,ccwJJ(eY,(n,v; S)) are
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torsion-free l!i[W]-modules of finite type. Thus hn·0rd (S; l!i) is a torsionfree l!i[W]-module of finite type because of the fact that hn•0rd (S; (!))is
naturally embedded into End~ccwn(eY,(n,v; S)).
Now we shall prove the natural morphism:

is a surjective isomorphism for P=Pn,v,•· We write simply d for l!i[G]
and d P the localization of d at P=P n,v,• e Spec(d)(l!i). By Lemma 3.6
combined with Corollary 3.2,

as hn•0rd (S; (!))-modules. We write simply H for hn°rd (S; l!i) and denote
by HP the localization of H at P. When r= 1, we can let complex
conjugation p acts on Y;· 0rd and eH"z,(X(S(pa)), .fc'(n, v, e; K)) as in the
proof of [8, Theorem 7.2]. Then

where on V±, p acts by ± 1. We write V for one of the spaces V± if
r= 1 and for Y;•0rd ®.,,.d P if r =0. By [8, Theorem 7.2] and its proof
(see also, [6, Lemma 6.4]), we know that
V/PV:fj~;'/»

rd

(So(pa),e; K)

as Hecke modules.

We then take the element v e V/PV corresponding to the identity of the
Hecke algebra via the above isomorphism and choose v e V so that
v mod PV =V. Then we define a morphism 1r: Hr+V
by 1r(h)=hv.
Then 1r is surjective by Nakayama's lemma. Since H can be embedded
0rd ), 1r must be injective.
into End~ccWJlY;•
Thus Hp: V aod HP/PHp:
V/PV:fj~;'::d(So(pa), e; K), which finishes the proof of Theorem 2.4.
§ 5.

Proof of Theorem 2.3 for the universal Hecke algebra

We shall keep the notation in§ 4 and give only a sketch of the proof
since the proof is quite similar to the case when v=0 (see [8, § 11]). We
consider the following morphism for each a:
la=

funls o resp: H"z,(X(S(pa)),

.fc'(n, v; K/l!i))~(JJJ r(0, 0, id),

p

where resp is the restriction map of H"z,(X(S(pa)), .fc'(n, v;p-P(!)/l!i)) to
H"z,(X(S(pP)), .fc'(n, v;p-Pl!i/l!i)) and lp is the morphism in Theorem 3.3.
In the same manner as in the proof of [8, Theorem 8.7], we know
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Ker(l«)

(5.1)

has only finitely many elements.

Let "f'"«="f'":·" be the natural image of H"p(X(S(p«)), .ft'(n, v; K)) in
Then, we know that qk,w(S(p«); 0) can be
embedded naturally into End.("f'":·") if r is odd or n::;t=O(cf. 4.3c)).
Suppose that r= 1. Then, for sufficiently large a, H"p(X(S(p«)), K/0)
is p-divisible (cf. (4.1)) and hence, by a theorem of Matsushima and
Shimura (4.3c), g2t,tCS(p«); 0) can be considered as a subalgebra of
End.(H"p(X(S(p«)), K/0)). Then we have a natural morphism of algebras:
H"p(X(S(p«)), .ft'(n, v; K/0)).

i: 92t,tCS(p«); 0)---.+End.,,(W'i(O, 0, id))

We claim that i is injective.

for d=0[G].

In fact, by (5.1), the restriction map

la: H}.(X(Sfpj),

K/0}-~0J/

(0, 0, id)

1

is of finite kernel. Therefore if i(h) = 0 for h e 92t,tCS(p®);(!)), then the
restriction of h to Im(l«), which coincides with the natural projection of h
to 92t,lS(pa); 0), vanishes. This shows that h=0 since 921 ,tCS(p 0)=
li.m92i,lS(pa); 0). Thus we may consider 92t,lS(p®); (!)) as a subalgebra
00

);

a

of End.,,(OJ/
By restricting the elements of 921 ,tCS(p®); 0) to the
1(0, 0, id)).
image of "I'":·",we have a surjoctive homomorphism:

which is compatible with the transition morphisms of the projective
system {9k,w(S(p«); (!)}a· By takmg the projective limit, we have a surjective .sit-algebra homomorphism
(5.2)
which takes T(D and T(r, Oto the corresponding ones.
We now show the existence of the surjective morphism (5.2) in the
0/Inv(S(pa); K/0).
case of r = 0. We put "/Ya= "1'"~·
With the notation
of (4.5), we have v*: .ra~Inv(S(pa);
K/(!)) which takes lo e .ra to loov
for the reduced norm map v. Since v* is compatible with the natural
0}a and {9"'a}a,we know that the restriction map:
projective systems {"f'"~·
1Ya-1Yoo=li.m "/Yp is injective. We can show in exactly the same
fl

manner as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [8, § 11] that the map induced
by la: "f'":·"-"IY is still of finite kernel. Then the same argument as in
the case of r= 1 shows the existence of the surjective morphism (5.2) even
when r=0.
00
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When r=O and n=t:O,plainly, the limit c=: 'f'":!:"=lim 'f":!:v-+"fll"= of
ta is surjective since 'f":,v coincides with the whole H 0(X(S(pa)), fi'(n, v;
K/0)) (=L(n, v; K/0y<s<p•Jl) for sufficiently large a (see (4.1)). On the
other hand, in either case of r=O or r= 1, the argument in [8, § II]
shows that the surjectivity of the map c=: 'f":!:"-+"fll" = implies the injectivity
of (5.2). Thus the assertion is now proven in the case where r=O.
When r= 1, the surjectivity of the map of 't'":!;" to W'i(O,0, id) can be
proven in exactly the same manner as in [8, § 11] and thus (5.2) induces
an d-algebra isomorphism of 921,i(S(p=); 0) onto 9k,w(S(p=); 0), which
finishes the proof.
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